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SUMMARY

EVERY ATHLETE WANTS TO GAIN A LEG UP ON THE COMPETITION, AND HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETES ARE NO DIFFERENT. SUPPLEMENTS AND RECOVERY DRINKS ARE POPPING UP EVERYWHERE, AND SO ARE PEOPLE’S THEORIES ABOUT THEM. MANY HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETES HAVE ACCESS TO, AND USE, SUCH SUPPLEMENTS AS RECOVERY DRINKS. MANY HIGH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS ARE FEARFUL OF ANY SUBSTANCE THAT COULD BE INVOLVED IN ANY FORM OF LITIGATION AND ARE HESITANT TO SEE THEM USED IN A SCHOOL SETTING.

THE NATIONAL STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING ASSOCIATION STANDARD 9.1 STATES THAT STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING PROFESSIONAL MUST NOT PRESCRIBE SUPPLEMENTS THAT ARE HARMFUL OR ILLEGAL TO ATHLETES AND ONLY RECOMMEND OR PROVIDE THOSE SUPPLEMENTS THAT HAVE BEEN SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN TO BE BENEFICIAL (5). DEPENDING ON ONE’S STATE OF RESIDENCE, COACHING BYLAWS THE PROCESS OF PROVIDING OR RECOMMENDING SUPPLEMENTS MAY OR MAY NOT BE APPROPRIATE. IN ADDITION TO THE NATIONAL STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING ASSOCIATION AND STATE GUIDELINES, HIGH SCHOOL COACHES HAVE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES TO FOLLOW AS WELL. A HIGH SCHOOL COACH VIEWS A PROTEIN-RECOVERY DRINK AS RELATIVELY SAFE; HOWEVER, THE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION MAY SEE IT AS POTENTIALLY HARMFUL AS A SUPPLEMENT. SEVERAL STUDIES HAVE FOCUSED ON THE IMPORTANCE OF RECOVERY NUTRITION AND MAXIMAL PROTEIN UPTAKE TIMING. READY-TO-DRINK PROTEIN SHAKES ARE AN EXAMPLE OF IMMEDIATE NUTRITION; HOWEVER, HIGH SCHOOL CAFETERIA ITEMS MAY PROVIDE THE SAME RESULTS.

Research has found that an excellent recovery drink may be as simple as a childhood favorite. “Chocolate milk contains an optimal carbohydrate to protein ratio, which is critical for helping refuel tired muscles after strenuous exercise and can enable athletes to exercise at a high intensity during subsequent workouts.” (1) These findings suggest that, with all the products available on the market, regular chocolate milk may actually be better for athletes for recovery from glycogen-depleting exercise. This information most certainly surprised coaches and athletes.

A LARGER DOUBLE-BLIND, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED STUDY BY CHROMIAK ET AL. (2) INVESTIGATED THE EFFECTS OF A 10-WEEK STRENGTH TRAINING PROGRAM AND RECOVERY DRINKS. THEIR STUDY USED A COMMERCIAL RECOVERY DRINK THAT CONTAINED CREATINE, WHEY PROTEIN, AMINO ACIDS, AND CARBOHYDRATES FOR THE SUPPLEMENT GROUP AND A CARBOHYDRATE ONLY DRINK IN THE CONTROL GROUP. IN THEIR FINDINGS, THEY OBSERVED LITTLE TO NO DIFFERENCE IN THE 2; HOWEVER, A TREND TO HIGHER FAT FREE MASS GAIN IN THE COMMERCIAL DRINK WAS NOTED THAT WARRANTS FURTHER RESEARCH. IN ADDITION TO THESE FINDINGS, NO IMPROVEMENTS WERE RECORDED IN A 1-REPETITION BENCH PRESS, AND LEG PRESS, MUSCULAR ENDURANCE, OR ANAEROBIC POWER. THESE FINDINGS SUGGEST THAT IT MAY NOT BE QUITE AS IMPORTANT AS TO WHAT RECOVERY DRINK IS BEING INGESTED BUT RATHER THE TIMING OF THE RECOVERY DRINK, BECAUSE BOTH GROUPS WERE GIVEN THEIR DRINKS IMMEDIATELY AFTER TRAINING.

Protein supplementation is effective at promoting increases in fat free mass and muscle endurance during the initial stages of a resistance-training program (4). This finding pertains specifically to whey protein and casein protein, both ingredients in recovery drinks. In additional research by COBURN ET AL. (3), THEY FOUND THAT WHEY PROTEIN PLUS CREATINE INCREASED FAT FREE MASS MORE THAN A CONTROL GROUP BUT NOTED A LIMITATION IN THE STUDY BECAUSE THERE WAS NO DIETARY ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE PROTEIN INTAKES BEFORE OR AFTER THE SUPPLEMENTS WERE GIVEN.

Athletes need to refuel their bodies after exercise to replenish, repair, and grow properly. In the high school community, this activity can become
difficult, with so many layers of administration and uncertainty. However, the aforementioned information lets us look at a high school-friendly alternative to post-workout recovery nutrition. After reading the results of these studies, I visited our high school cafeteria and recorded the nutritional information of a carton of chocolate milk and a single serving of a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. One serving of fat-free chocolate milk contained 140 calories, 27 g of carbohydrates, and 8 g of protein. One serving of peanut butter and jelly sandwich contained 320 calories, 33 g of carbohydrates, 9 g of protein, and 16 g of fat. The totals for this recovery meal are 460 calories, 60 g of carbohydrates, 17 g of protein, 16 g of fat and cost a grand total of $1.20. Other than the possibility of a nut allergy,* I can see absolutely no interference on behalf of any national, state, or school administration policies with the practice of recommending this nutritional meal as a means of recovery as well as a source of weight gain by eating this meal between classes. The other additional bonus is that our lunch room carries this food on its ala carte line, so it is readily available any time the ala carte line is open. Our school day is over at 2:20, and our after school training program runs from 3:00 to 4:15. Many of our athletes are stopping by the ala carte line and buying 2 of each—they have a snack before training and then another immediately after our training session. This provides 920 calories, 120 g of carbohydrates, 34 g of protein, and 32 g of fat for $2.40. This money comes from their school lunch accounts. Obviously, some recovery options work better than others depending on one’s situation. Athletes need education about the importance of post-exercise recovery nutrition, and this may be a healthy safe alternative to recovery drinks.

*Nut allergy alternative may include substituting a 3 oz serving of tuna, which contains approximately 150 calories and 25 grams protein.
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